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Clearwater's Billie Jr. 

The Clearwater Lights Billie Jr. attaches to the bottom 
of most license plates and doubles rear conspicuity. 

Clearwater Lights already has a worldwide reputation for quality, front-facing auxiliary lights; 
however, they also offer a series of products designed to enhance rearward visibility. Sorry BMW, but
 in my opinion the tail lights provided on some models could be brighter and bigger, especially since 
many BMW riders commonly use top boxes or hang rear bags over their rear racks, placing the tail 
lights in shadow. To upgrade the lighting on the back of my F 700 GS, I added a Clearwater Lights 
Billie Jr. Brake Light to its rear signature.    CANbus safe and an easy install, the Billie Jr. Brake Light 
($129) is simply a group of very bright LEDs embedded in a solid CNC machined aluminum bar that 
attaches to the bottom two bolts on your license plate bracket. Since enabling the Billie Jr.’s flashing 
and de-acceleration features only works on select BMW bikes with higher order CANbus circuitry, I 
opted to simply wire the light by tapping the two wires running to the F7’s taillight, which are easy to
 access, and just like the standard taillight, the Billie’s LEDs are bright in the running mode and 
illuminate more brilliantly upon braking. Also available from Clearwater lights is the Billie (full 
frame) Brake Light, which is basically the same as a Jr., but offers a full frame license plate holder. 
Both Billie versions offer a plethora of features when used in conjunction with a CANopener on 
BMW F 750 GS, F 850 GS, K 1600, S 1000 XR, R 1200 water cooled and R 1250 water cooled models. 
The solid, CNC machined aluminum frame serves as a heat sink for its powerful LEDs. 
   An easy add-on for just about any bike, Clearwater’s Billie Jr. Light doubles rear illumination. For 
more information, visit ClearwaterLights.com. 


